
LOUIS BÉLIVEAU, LL.B. barrister & solicitor

April 28, 2013

VIA EMAIL

The Secretary
Canadian Transportation Agency
Ottawa, Ontario, K1A 0N9

Attention: Ms. Sylvie Giroux, Analyst

Dear Madam Secretary:

Re: The Nawrots v. Sunwing Airlines
File No.: M 4120-3/13-01696 / Our reference: 0575-Nawrot
Complaint concerning denied boarding and/or failure to provide transportation
and/or delay on or around August 10, 2012
Productions and claim of confidentiality (as per Decision No. LET-C-A-67-2013)
Sunwing Airlines’ motion to reconsider Decision No. LET-C-A-67-2013

Please accept the following submissions on behalf of the Nawrot family in relation to the above-
noted matter as directed by the Agency in Decision No. LET-C-A-67-2013, and as an answer to
Sunwing Airlines’ motion that the Agency reconsider Decision No. LET-C-A-67-2013.

I. Production of documents pursuant to Decision No. LET-C-A-67-2013

Sunwing Airlines stated on page 7 of its April 17, 2013 answer to the complaint that:

We can see that there are purchases on the credit card payment summary between
the time of the purchase of a railway ticket and the hotel at Gatwick which have
been redacted. These are relevant and should be revealed and disclosed as well as
any supporting invoices/receipts.

On April 23, 2013, the Nawrot family brought a motion seeking, among other things, directions
as to whether to interpret these submissions of Sunwing Airlines as a request for production of
documents.
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On April 26, 2013, in Decision No. LET-C-A-67-2013, the Agency directed the Nawrots to produce
the documents in question, or alternatively, to make a claim of confidentiality pursuant to Rule 23
of the Agency’s General Rules.

The Nawrot family is pleased to produce the documents in question, to the extent that the docu-
ments are in their possession and/or control; however, they make a claim of confidentiality with
respect to the first 12 digits of Mr. Nawrot’s credit card number (see details below).

(a) Credit card summary between the purchase of railway ticket and the hotel charge

A copy of the sought credit card payment summary, with the first 12 digits of Mr. Nawrot’s credit
card number redacted, is attached and marked as Annex “A”. Furthermore, for the Agency’s con-
venience, the list of payments between the railway ticket for the Nawrot family and the charge at
the hotel are also provided below:

We note that the statement confirms that the train ticket purchase at Victoria Station was the last
purchase Mr. Nawrot made on August 10, 2012.

(b) Supporting invoices/receipts

(i) Train ticket

Unfortunately, the Nawrots did not retain any invoices or receipts with respect to their train ticket,
because they were not anticipating any litigation at the time they travelled to Gatwick Airport.

(ii) Payment of CAD$10.19 to PayPal / Fastspring Mortal Universe

The next purchase on Mr. Nawrot’s credit card is CAD$10.19 paid via PayPal to Fastspring Mortal
Universe for online purchase of software.

A copy of the invoice is attached and marked as Annex “B”.

A copy of the email confirming the order, dated August 11, 2012 at 10:36:53 GMT (06:36:53 EDT
/ 03:36:53 PDT) is attached and marked as Annex “C”.
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(iii) Two purchases at Marks & Spencer at Gatwick North

The Nawrots did not retain invoices and/or receipts related to these purchases.

(iv) Payment of $234.87 to the Sofitel Hotel at Gatwick

The supporting invoices and receipts were submitted as Exhibits “H” and “M” to the affidavit of
Mr. Nawrot sworn on February 28, 2013. For the Agency’s convenience, these documents are also
attached to the present submissions:

A copy of the pre-authorization slip from the Sofitel Hotel at Gatwick, dated August 11, 2012
at 2:05 am, with the first 12 digits of Mr. Nawrot’s credit card number redacted, is attached and
marked as Annex “D”.

Copies of the invoices and the transaction slips from the Sofitel Hotel at Gatwick, dated August 11,
2012 at 12:10 pm (for CAD$234.87, charged in Canadian Dollars) and August 12, 2012 at 07:47
am (for 145.80 GBP, charged in GBP) are attached and marked as Annex “E”.

(c) Claim of confidentiality with respect to the first 12 digits of the credit card number

Pursuant to Rule 23 of the Agency’s General Rules, the Nawrots make a claim of confidentiality
with respect to the first 12 digits of the credit card number of Mr. Nawrot that appear on the
unredacted copies of Annexes “A” and “D”. Pursuant to Rule 23(4)(b), unredacted copies of these
documents are provided to the Agency with a separate cover letter at the of time the filing of the
present submissions.

While the Nawrots do not object to the redacted documents being placed on public record, they are
asking that the unredacted copies of these documents not be placed on public record. The Nawrots
do not object to disclosing unredacted copies of these documents to Sunwing Airlines provided
that Sunwing Airlines signs a confidentiality undertaking as per the Agency’s standard procedures.

The Nawrots’ claim of confidentiality is based on the following reasons:

1. Mr. Nawrot’s credit card number is financial information, and Rule 26 of the Agency’s Gen-
eral Rules states that:

If financial or corporate information is filed with the Agency, the Agency
shall treat the information as confidential unless the person who provides it
agrees in writing that the Agency need not treat it as confidential.

2. Public disclosure of Mr. Nawrot’s credit card number will enable anyone to make fraudulent
purchases on Mr. Nawrot’s behalf using the credit card number and the expiry date, which
appear on these documents.
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3. Thus, public disclosure of the unredacted information would expose Mr. Nawrot to specific
direct harm, namely, identity theft and fraudulent transactions in his name.

4. Credit card numbers are generally considered to be highly sensitive and confidential infor-
mation. Indeed, most credit card slips list XXXX XXXX XXXX for the first 12 digits of the
credit card number (see, for example, Annex “E”).

II. Sunwing Airlines’ motion for reconsideration of Decision No. LET-C-A-67-2013

Decision No. LET-C-A-67-2013 of the Agency was communicated to the parties by email on April
26, 2013 at 14:35:30 (EDT). The decision concludes with a polite reminder to counsel for both
parties that the purpose of proceedings before the Agency is not to litigate matters, but rather to
resolve them as expeditiously as possible:

The Agency advises counsel for both parties to adhere to the directions given and
to desist from overly litigious conduct in the interests of resolving this matter as
expeditiously as possible.

On April 26, 2013, at 17:30:16 (EDT), after normal business hours, Sunwing Airlines sent a let-
ter to the Agency protesting against Decision No. LET-C-A-67-2013, and asking the Agency to
reconsider the decision.

The Nawrots oppose Sunwing Airlines’ motion for reconsideration for the reasons below.

(a) Sunwing Airlines failed to comply with Rule 11, and did not file its answer properly

Sunwing Airlines complains that it submitted its “Answer to the Motion by email to Ms. Giroux
this morning, April 26, 2013, copy attached.” However, Rules 9 and 11(1) of the Agency’s General
Rules provide that:

9. To communicate with the Agency, a party must contact the Secretary.

11. (1) Subject to subsection (2), a document shall be filed with the Agency by
forwarding it to the Secretary in accordance with this section.

[Emphasis added.]

Although Sunwing Airlines did send its answer to Ms. Giroux, the Agency’s General Rules are
clear that this does not constitute filing of the document with the Agency, because Sunwing Airlines
failed to provide its answer to the Secretary of the Agency.

Thus, Sunwing Airlines is the maker of its own misfortune, and it can only blame itself for its
failure to file the answer in accordance with the General Rules.
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(b) The nature of Decision No. LET-C-A-67-2013: directions and timelines

Decision No. LET-C-A-67-2013 of the Agency accomplishes three things: first, it provides di-
rections to both parties as to the proper procedure to follow with respect to redacted documents;
second, it sets timelines for complying with these procedures; and third, it dismisses the Nawrots’
motion for production of a sworn affidavit by Mr. Tydeman.

The third issue is moot, because Sunwing Airlines produced the sworn affidavit in question, while
the first two are perfectly within the Agency’s powers on its own motion. Indeed, Rules 3-5 and 25
of the Agency’s General Rules provide that:

3. (1) When the Agency is given a discretion under these Rules, it shall exercise the
discretion in a fair and expeditious manner.

(2) The Agency may, with or without notice,

(a) do whatever is necessary to deal with anything that is not covered by these
Rules; or

(b) do anything prescribed in these Rules on its own, even if the Rules state that
a party must make a request or motion to the Agency.

4. In any proceeding, the Agency may dispense with or vary any of the provisions
of these Rules.

5. In any proceeding, the Agency may extend or abridge the time limits set by these
Rules, or otherwise set by the Agency, either before or after the expiry of the time
limits.

25. The Agency may make a determination of confidentiality on its own initiative
after giving the other parties to the proceeding an opportunity to comment on the
issue of confidentiality, in accordance with the procedure set out in section 23, with
such modifications as the circumstances or the Agency requires.

Thus, the Agency did not have to wait to hear from Sunwing Airlines before issuing directions
about the proper procedure that parties are to follow and setting timelines for complying with
these procedures.

(c) No prejudice to Sunwing Airlines

Decision No. LET-C-A-67-2013 of the Agency contains no substantive determination that is prej-
udicial to Sunwing Airlines in any way. It does not impose an obligation upon Sunwing Airlines
to produce the unredacted exhibits to the affidavit of Ms. Dhue, but rather provides guidance and
choice: Sunwing Airlines must either produce these documents, or make a claim of confidentiality.
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The Agency provided identical directions to the Nawrots, and thus it is plain and obvious that
the Agency’s directions were made with respect to both parties and were focused on the proper
conduct of the proceeding.

Decision No. LET-C-A-67-2013 does not make any determination that would be prejudicial to
Sunwing Airlines in any way, and indeed, Sunwing Airlines is provided with a full and fair op-
portunity to present its arguments about why certain portions of the exhibits to the affidavit of
Ms. Dhue should be treated as confidential.

Therefore, the Nawrots submit that even if the Agency finds that its Decision No. LET-C-A-67-
2013 was issued prematurely (a conclusion that the Nawrots disagree with), Sunwing Airlines is
not prejudiced by the decision in any way, and consequently the decision ought not be reconsidered.

(d) The Nawrots’ right to file a reply pursuant to Rule 32(5)

It is the Nawrots’ submission that Decision No. LET-C-A-67-2013 ought to stand, and the Agency’s
resources and the parties’ efforts would be best spent on dealing with the claims of confidentiality
that parties make in response to the decision.

However, should the Agency decide to rescind and/or reconsider Decision No. LET-C-A-67-2013,
then the Nawrots ask that they be provided with five business days to file a Reply, pursuant to
Rule 32(5), to Sunwing Airlines’ Answer of April 26, 2013.

While the Nawrots have numerous submissions to make concerning the state of the law on redac-
tion of exhibits in response to Sunwing Airlines’s Answer of April 26, 2013, the undersigned will
await the Agency’s directions before filing said Reply.

All of which is most respectfully submitted.

Louis Béliveau

Cc: Mr. Ray Nawrot
Mr. Clay Hunter, counsel for Sunwing Airlines
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1

Ray NAWROT

From: Mortal Universe Support <mailer@fastspring.com>
Sent: August-11-12 6:37 AM
To: Raymond Nawrot
Subject: Your Order: POP Peeper Add-on Pack [MOR120811-2838-19114]

Thank you for your order!

Your order is currently processing. You will receive additional
information via a separate email.

https://sites.fastspring.com/mortaluniverse/order/invoice/MOR120811-2838-19114

Raymond Nawrot
ray.nawrot@gmail.com
12 Leland Ave
Etobicoke
Ontario M8Z 2X5
CA

Order ID: MOR120811-2838-19114

1 POP Peeper Add-on Pack

Total: US$10.00

Mortal Universe Support
support@mortaluniverse.com
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